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Message from Vice President for Academic Affairs

The Faculty Handbook presents information on various processes and procedures you
will encounter as a faculty member in your academic, administrative, or research roles.
As policies and procedures change, the most up-to-date information will be available on
the university website.
The term “faculty” means those members holding the academic rank of Instructor, Assistant
lecturer, Lecturer, Assistant Professor or Professor in one of the colleges or academic departments.
The purpose of the Faculty Handbook is to inform all faculty members of the most significant
policies and practices applicable to faculty and to outline the current benefits and other privileges
available to faculty members.

In some cases, especially with respect to employee benefits, only a brief summary of the
benefit or policy is provided. Additional information on such policy or benefit can be
obtained from the Office of VP-AA or Office of HR. While the contents of this Handbook
are made an express part of the employment relationship between the University and each
faculty member, in the future new policies may be added and/or existing policies and
benefits may be revised or deleted. Accordingly, this Handbook does not vest in any
faculty member a right or privilege that can never be changed.
It is a particular pleasure to acknowledge the contributions of those who assisted in the evolution
of the handbook. Special thanks are directed to Ms Sazan Ahmed from Office of Human
Resources for checking and adding new decisions taken by the University Council during the last
few years after approval of the last version of this handbook.

Professor Dr Jalal Ahmed Saeed
Vice President for Academic Affairs
October 2016
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The Faculty Handbook
Part One: Introduction
The Faculty Handbook consists of eight parts and appendices. The Faculty Handbook
contains general administration information with which every faculty member should be
familiar and refer to during his/her work at the Komar University of Science and
Technology (KUST). In addition to this handbook, the faculty must be familiar with other
important documents such as the Student Handbook, Staff Handbook, and the bylaws of
the Board of Trustees (BOT) and University Council (UC). Furthermore, faculty members
should consult with their department chairs, Administration or Human Resources.
1.1. Basics
1.1.1. Purpose of the Handbook
The Faculty Handbook contains the main policies recommended by MHESR and
decisions taken or approved to date by the University Council of KUST during
their annual meetings. The Faculty Handbook is intended to serve as the primary
reference for policies, instructions, and information pertaining to the faculty
members’ work at KUST. Moreover, policies contained in or amended to the
KUST Faculty Handbook apply to all KUST faculties and supersede college
statements.
1.1.2. Interpretations
The policies presented in the Faculty Handbook are binding to both faculty
members and administrators. Interpretation of the Faculty Handbook in specific
instances and resolution of any conflicts will be made jointly by the University’s
Council and Board of Trustees.
1.1.3. Amendments
Amendments can be made to existing policies of the Faculty Handbook as
explained below. New policies take effect once announced by the President’s
office or the Vice Presidents’ offices. New policies will appear in the next version
of the Faculty Handbook. Amendments to the Faculty Handbook affect all
university faculty members.
1.1.4. Initiation
The President or Vice President of AA & AF may submit proposals for
amendments to the Faculty Handbook through University Council. The proposal
will include the amendment and the rationale for the proposed amendments.
1.1.5. Approval
Recommendations for approval of amendments proposed by the University
Council are forwarded to the Board of Trustees for final action.
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1.1.6. Restrictions
Review by the faculty of amendments to the Faculty Handbook will not be
conducted during periods when a significant portion of faculty members are absent
from campus, such as during holidays and summer sessions.
1.1.7. Publication and Distribution of Amendments
The office of the President has the responsibility for publishing and distributing
approved amendments to this Faculty Handbook to faculty members within 30
days of the date of final approval.
1.2. The University
1.2.1. Historical Preamble
The University was established and licensed by the Ministry of Higher Education and
Scientific Research of the Kurdistan Regional Government in October 18, 2009 under
the name of Kurdistan University of Science and Technology. The University was
renamed later by the Ministry in May 7, 2012 as (Komar University of Science and
Technology). The University is a private institution located in the city of Sulaimany,
Kurdistan-Iraq. KUST academic affairs are governed by the Board of Trustees while
its financial affair by the shareholders.

1.2.2. Vision
Komar University of Science and Technology is striving to become a leading
higher education institution in Kurdistan Region and Iraq by contributing to the
development of the region and the nation. As a private non-governmental
institution, the university seeks to serve the community through the application of
advanced science and technology.
1.2.3. Mission
The mission of Komar University of Science and Technology is to contribute to
the advancement of society in science and technology and to prepare its graduates
to assume leading roles in this endeavor.
1.2.4. Objectives
KUST will achieve its mission by fulfilling the following objectives:
1. Create an environment to acquire and transfer knowledge and skills in science
and technology;
2. Create an environment which encourages critical thinking and friendly facultystudent interactions;
3. Prepare students for a variety of careers in science and technology professions
based on international standards and accreditation;
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4. Encourage cooperation between KUST, private industry, and government to
improve the quality of students’ academic learning and to meet the needs of the
public and private sectors;
5. Provide professional consultation to the government and the private sector;
6. Support technological development and its applications to improve the quality
of life in the region and Iraq; and
7. Promote the culture of professional and ethical conduct throughout society.
1.2.5. University Outcomes
Based on KUST’s Mission and Objectives, graduates of KUST academic programs
should demonstrate a minimum of five educational outcomes (abilities and skills)
upon graduation:
1. Critical Thinking
2. Effective Communication
3. Professionalism (defined by an individual academic program)
4. Ethics
5. Desire for Life-long learning
1.2.6. University Organization
1.2.6.1. University Board of Trustees
According to Private Universities bylaw (2) 2013 item (1) of article (11), the
Board of Trustees (BOT) should consist of (7-11) members of representatives from
shareholders and academia. Duties of each group of BOT members ends after the
period of four (4) years.
1.2.6.2. University President
The President of the University is the chief executive officer of the university.
He/She is responsible for implementing laws and policies of the Ministry of
Higher Education and Scientific Research MHESR, University Council and Board
of Trustees and for managing faculty, staff and student affairs, as well as day-today activities.
1.2.6.3. University Council
The University Council is the academic, administrative, and financial body
governing Komar University of Science and Technology in accordance with the
University’s constitution. It is comprised of the President, VP-AA, VP-AF and
VP-SA, Deans and the Chairpersons of the Academic departments.
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1.2.6.4. Vice President for Academic Affairs
The Vice President for Academic Affairs (VP-AA) is the chief academic officer of
the University. The Vice President supervises the allocation of resources in
academic areas, leads the development and improvement of research activities,
evaluates university academic activity, and fosters improvement in teaching and
student support through Quality Assurance Office.
1.2.6.5. Vice President for Admin and Finance Affairs
The Vice President for Admin and Finance Affairs (VP-AF) heads the Divisions of
Admin and Finance Council, Administrative Services, Accounting, Engineering
Maintenance, Human Resources, Information Technology, Safety and Security,
Transportation and Warehouse.
1.2.6.6. Vice President for Student Affairs
The Vice President for Student Affairs (VP-SA) heads the Division of Admission,
Registration and Student Activities through the Student Council.
He/She collaborates with students, faculty, and staff to create welcoming,
supportive and challenging environments that maximize opportunities for student
learning and success.
1.2.7. University Values and Moral Standards
The moral norm that guides conduct and performance and directs the policy at
Komar University of Science and Technology (KUST) is responsible freedom.
Freedom is an important experience, which the University provides for all of its
members: faculty, students, administrators, and staff. Freedom is responsibly
exercised when it is directed by ethical standards.
KUST recognizes the need for the development of the whole person. It maintains a
comprehensive educational program ranging from classroom instruction to
research and creative activities to achieve this development.
KUST provides an opportunity for students to learn to express themselves; to think
critically; to gain an understanding of and respect for self and others; to understand
the world, the role of science and technology, and social and cultural
achievements; and to develop specialized talents for a career.
This is done with a clearer understanding of the moral issues accompanying the
development of knowledge and skills and their application in professional life.
KUST shares a commitment to protect the dignity of each person through
academic activities, taking part in social, intellectual and physical activities
whereby students find many avenues for developing their personalities as a whole.
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KUST shares commitment to the rule of law and expects its members to abide by
the laws of the city of Sulaimany, the Kurdistan region, and Iraq, as well as
University rules and regulations.
With academic freedom comes the expression of a diverse range of thoughts and
ideas. Therefore, the University is committed to the principle of civil dialogue and
encourages the practice of this type of freedom.
KUST is committed to non-discrimination on the bases of religion, nationality, or
political affiliation. This commitment applies to students, faculty, and all other
University personnel. This policy pertains to recruiting, hiring, promotions, and
training.
Students are urged to use their freedom in the University community to develop
habits of responsibility that will lead to the achievement of their academic goals
and personal and social values.
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1.2.8. University Organizational Charts (Academics and Administration)
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Part Two: Academic Titles & Promotions
Policies for Faculty Academic Titles and Promotions are according to MHESR
regulations
2.1 Academic Titles
2.1.1. Assistant Lecturer:
The faculty member should have the following credentials:
A similar title from an accredited higher education institution; or
(degree/years of teaching/published papers): Master’s/0/0.
2.1.2. Lecturer:
The faculty member should have the following credentials:
A similar title from an accredited higher education institution; or
Doctoral degree in the field; or
(degree/years of teaching/published papers in international journal): Master/3/2.
2.1.3. Assistant Professor:
The faculty member should have the following credentials:
A similar title from an accredited higher education institution; or
(degree/year of teaching/published papers in International Journal after tile of
Lecturer): PhD or Master/4/3.
2.1.4. Professor:
The faculty member should have the following credentials:
A similar title from an accredited higher education institution; or
(degree/years of teaching/published papers in international journal after title of
Assistant Professor): PhD/6/6.

2.2. Honorary Titles
The faculty member should have the following credentials:
A. Doctoral degree in the field;
B. Eight (8) articles published in international journals;
C. Five (5) years of experience in a similar department; and
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D. Contributions to the fulfillment of the KUST’s mission.
2.3 Faculty Promotions
2.3.1. From Assistant Lecturer to Lecturer
The faculty candidate should have the following:
1. Master’s degree in the subject area;
2. Two (2) publications in scholarly journals;
3. Three (3) years of academic service,
4. Recommendations from the chair and dean of the department and college,
respectively.
2.3.2 From Lecturer to Assistant Professor
The faculty candidate should have the following:
1. Master or PhD degree in the subject area;
2. Three (3) articles published in international journals after earning the doctorate/
or Lecturer Title for Masters holder.
3. Four (4) years of academic service;
4. Recommendations from the chair and dean of the department and college,
respectively.
2.3.3 From Assistant Professor to Professor
The faculty should have the following:
1. PhD degree in the subject area;
2. Six (6) articles published in international journals after earning the title of Assistant
Professor;
3. Six (6) years of academic;
4. Recommendations from the Chair and Dean of the department and college,
respectively.
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Part Three: Academic Positions
3.1. Senior Positions
A faculty member who serves 100% of his/her works time in an administrative
appointment: such as President, Vice Presidents, Deans, Chairs and Directors.
3.2. Faculty
A faculty member who serves a certain percentage of his/her working time in an
administrative appointment such as Dean, Chairperson, or Director of one of the
academic department and the remaining time as teaching faculty.
3.3. Full-Time Faculty
A faculty member who has a full teaching load, should teach according to their
academic title due MHESR regulations as seen in below table.
Table 3-1
Academic Rank

Teaching Credit Hours

Assistant Lecturer

14

Lecturer

12

Assistant Professor

10

Professor

8

3.4. Part-Time Faculty
A faculty member who serves less than 100% of his/her time as a teaching faculty.
3.5. External Faculty
A faculty member who is hired to teach certain courses at the University should be
according to the MHESR requirement (See the below table).
Table 3-2
Academic Title

Maximum Credit Hours

Assistant lecturer

7

Lecturer

9

Assistant Professor

11

Professor

13
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Part Four: Faculty Hiring and Contracts
The President on the recommendation of a College, Department, or other appropriate
academic or administrative unit makes all appointments to faculty ranks with the
concurrence of the appropriate dean. The University does not normally promote faculty at
the time of initial appointment.
4.1 Policies for Hiring Faculty
4.1.1. Department’s Request
Hiring Procedure:
Based on the need of an academic department, a designated university-based
committee reviews CVs and recommend candidates for faculty positions.
1. The Office of Administration and Human Resources will conduct the following:
a) English Test (native English citizens or similar ware exempt from the
test.)
b) Computer Test (Computer major or certified Microsoft Office users are
exempt from the test)
c) Organize a short presentation (committee must attend the presentation)
2. Based on the results of (1), HR will send offer letter or a declining letter.
3. If the candidate refuses the offer letter, the head of the department will either
modify the offer letter or move to the second candidate.
4. Upon the acceptance of the offer letter, HR moves to Contract Process.
4.1.2. Job Description
A Job Description Form must be attached to the Request Form.
4.1.3. Approval and Advertisement
Upon the approval of the President of the position, the Dean or Chairman designs
an advertisement and suggests a place (newspaper, online, etc.) to advertise it.
A copy of the advertisement and other documents should be sent to the office of
HR.
4.1.4. Search Committee
The department and/or college will form a committee (Search Committee Form) of
at least three (3) members to
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(a) List criteria for selecting candidates;
(b) Make a short list;
(c) Interview candidates; and
(d) Make recommendations to the chair of the department.
A thorough search and careful selection precedes any recommendation of
appointment from any academic unit. The length and complexity of this process
depends upon the nature of the appointment. The chair of the academic unit shall
consult with the faculty of the academic unit about the needs of the program,
providing faculty full opportunity to help define the qualifications and to formulate
the description of the position. The dean, in consultation with the academic unit
faculty, shall appoint an appropriate Search Committee to fill a vacant position.
4.2 Procedures for Offering Jobs
4.2.1. Equal Opportunity
The University is fully committed to equal opportunity at all levels without
discrimination on the basis of race, gender, religion, age, family status, or national
origin. In addition, discrimination is prohibited on any other basis prohibited by
law that applies to the faculty member’s employment at the University. As a
university formed on American models, KUST will give priority to candidates who
have substantial experience in American models of higher education.
4.2.2. Making an Offer
1. The Search Committee submits a short list of candidates and their
qualifications to the Department of Administration and Human Resources.
2. The department or college will arrange for live or online interviews.
3. Based on agreed criteria, candidates will be given scores.
4. HR sends an Offer Letter to the top candidate. If he/she refuses the offer, then
HR will send a similar letter to the second candidate.
5. When the Offer Letter is signed by both parties, KUST and the Candidate, it
has the power of appointment. Therefore, both parties are bound to its terms.
6. The Offer Letter must state clearly the faculty position and rank, type of
contract and salary, starting and ending day for acceptance, and any other
matter which is related to appointment.
4.3. Type of Contracts
All faculty contracts are for twelve (12) months. They are renewable annually
unless one of the parties, KUST or the faculty member, decides not to renew the
contract for another year.
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4.3.1. Full-Time Faculty
Full-Time faculty members have to work 35 hours per week based on the work
assignment. The faculty teaching load will be determined according to his/her type
of position.
4.3.2. Part-Time Faculty
Part-Time faculty members are working less than 35 hours based on the work
assignment. The chairperson of the department will assign the number of teaching
hours.
4.3.3. Temporary Contract
A Temporary Contract is given to faculty members who will work on special
assignments for a department, college, or university.
4.3.4. Iraqi Labor Law
KUST follows the Iraqi labor law.
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Part Five: Faculty Rights and Responsibilities
5.1. Rights
5.1.1. Non-Discrimination Policy
No officer or employee of the Komar University of Science and Technology shall
discriminate against any person because of religion, national origin, age (within the
constraints of Kurdistan/Iraqi labor laws), non-disqualifying handicapping
condition, ethnic group, political affiliation, or gender, in any of its programs,
activities, contracts, personnel administration practices, or any other actions it
undertakes.
Furthermore, the University will maintain and advance those practices, processes,
and circumstances that afford equal opportunity to all individuals. Without limiting
this non-discrimination policy, the Komar University of Science and Technology is
committed to complying with all laws that apply to a faculty member’s
employment at the University.
5.1.2. Academic Freedom
Institutions of higher education exist for the common good. The common good
depends upon an uninhibited search for truth and its open expression. Hence, it is
essential that faculty members are free to pursue scholarly inquiry without undue
restriction and to voice and publish individual conclusions concerning the
significance of evidence that they consider relevant.
5.1.3. Academic Promotion
All faculty members have the right to apply for academic promotion according to
MHESR’s instructions.
5.1.4. Participation in the Academic Activities
All faculty members are encouraged to participate in activities that fulfill the
Mission and Objectives of KUST or those that contribute to their academic
development. Faculty members must, however, complete an Academic Activity
Form and obtain approval from their supervisors prior to engaging in these
activities.
5.1.5. Salary
Faculty salaries, according to their rank and position, are available in the Office of
Human Resources. The faculty’s salary starts at minimum wage. If the faculty
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member also serves in an administration position, then additional Administration
Allowance will be added to the salary.
5.1.6. Accommodation contribution
KUST contributes 125,000 ID per month toward the cost of accommodation for
international faculty members.
5.1.7. Travelling
KUST pays the travel expenses for the international faculty members from the
home city of the members to Sulaimany only. KUST is not paying for any other
travelling expenses incurred for travelling to other destinations outside the two
places mentioned earlier. The faculty member should contact the Office of
Administration and/or Human Resources for details.
5.1.8. Health Allowance
Based on what mentioned in the offer letters to the contracted faculty members
KUST has made an agreement with a local hospital regarding health treatments.
KUST’s contribution toward health treatment is up to 1,000,000 ID once per year.
For any medical treatments the following instructions should be followed:
1- Asking for medical form from Office of Human Resources.
2- A form should be filled and then taken to the hospital.
3- The treatments include optical and general health; they exclude gynecology and
plastic surgery).
4- Bringing back the receipt to HR office for refunding.
5.1.9. Types of Leave
Faculty members have several options for leave based on their rights and needs:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Sick Leave: Faculty members have ten (10) days full paid sick leave per year. It is
a must that he/she during the sick leave submit the physician report (Only Shorsh
hospital is recognized), if the number of days exceeded 3 days must have
entry/exist dates during his/her staying at the hospital. However, if the days
exceeded 10, it will be considered as unpaid.
Normal Leave: Faculty members have annual paid leave stated in their contracts.
Full Time Faculty Members: have three months (90 days), 75% paid.
Academic Administration position (Dean, Chair and Directors): have two months
(60 days) leave, 75% paid (June or July). HR will recommend in case of any need
of any mentioned staff to have only one month leave with 100% of his/her salary.
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5.

Leave without Pay: Faculty members may request leave without pay if it does not
affect his/her regular responsibilities.
For each type of leave, the faculty member must complete the Leave Form and
obtain proper approval from his/her supervisor.

5.1.10. Holidays
In addition to the types of leave mentioned in 5.1.9, faculty members have paid
holidays as mentioned in the university calendar. Holiday will be according to the
calendar, based on HR’s order in coordination with Presidency and Head sections.
a.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The holidays are as follows:
Eid al-Fitr
Eid al-Adha
New year
Islamic New Year
Nawroz
Labor Day

b. Faculty members should not schedule exams on the day before or after the
holiday.
c. Holidays should not reduce the total number of instructional weeks, which are
thirteen (13) weeks.
d. If a holiday overlaps with the weekend, it will not be substituted by a working
day.
e. If any working day occurs between two holiday dates, it will be counted as
regular leave and should be substituted by another working day.
f. Any holidays, which are ordered by the Government, the university must
comply with them and should be substituted by another working day
(instruction will be issued accordingly).
g. In case of any urgent situation, the President will decide to be holiday.
5.1.11. Compensation for Extra Teaching or Service Assignments:
Extra Teaching or Service Assignments will be compensated according to KUST
regulations.

5.1.12. Participation in Development Programs
KUST encourages faculty members to participate in development programs, which
are offered by the University and external organizations to sharpen their
professional skills in instructional methods, computing.
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Grant Programs: Faculty members at KUST should keep abreast of developments
and innovative teaching methods in their fields. The University provides in-service
training and travel funds to assist faculty in attending important professional and
industrial conferences and encourages faculty members to take advantage of these
professional development opportunities. Provisions for faculty development are
contingent upon the financial condition and constraints of the University.
Instructional Training: Faculty members at KUST should remain informed of new
instructional methods at the university level. Faculty should participate in KUST’s
Instructional Training courses designed to improve their instructional abilities.
Note: any academic activities as mentioned above will be according to the KRC
publication and conference policies. (Click here to open the policies)
5.1.13. Appeal
5.1.13.A. Appeal Definition
1. An appeal is a written request by a faculty member for reviewing of a decision
made by a person (or group of persons) acting in an official University capacity.
The decision must have directly affected the academic activities of the appellant
as an individual. Dissatisfaction with a Departmental, College, or University
policy or practice is not grounds for appeal.
2. The purpose of the appeal process is to determine whether appropriate
procedures were followed in making certain academic decisions, rather than to
re-evaluate the merits of the decisions, themselves. The standard for upholding
the appeal shall be limited to determining whether there were procedural errors
(such as the failure to bring proper facts and criteria to bear on a decision, or the
introduction of improper facts and criteria, or the existence of other procedural
defects) that substantially affected the outcome to the detriment of the appellant.
3. It is important that the appeal be carried out with flexibility and in an
atmosphere of collegiality, and participants should attempt to resolve the dispute
informally before beginning the appeal process.
4. The appellant should file his or her appeal within three (3) days of being notified
of the decision.
5. All information related to the appeal shall remain confidential.
5.1.13.B. Appeal Procedures
Step 1: The faculty member must complete an Appeal Form and submit it to the
President’s Office within three (3) days of being notified of the decision. The
appellant must also submit the following documents:
(a) A copy of the statement regarding the decision;
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(b) A statement concerning the inappropriate procedures which were followed in
making decision; and
(c) A statement concerning the faculty member’s attempt to resolve the issue
within the academic unit, the outcomes thereof, and the date(s).
Step 2: The President forms an appeal committee consisting of at least three
persons.
Step 3: The Appeal Committee investigates whether or not inappropriate
procedures took place.
Step 4: The Appeal Committee submits its findings to the President.
The Appeal Committee must conclude its work within 15 days of its formation.
5.2. Responsibilities
Faculty members are required to be available on campus during the academic year
as specified in the academic calendar. The duties of a faculty member shall consist
of those responsibilities assigned by an appropriate administrator; monitoring and
implementing safety policies in the classroom and laboratory; and monitoring and
implementing ethical codes across the campus. Faculty members are expected to
participate fully in the teaching during each regular term of the academic year.
Teaching assignments, schedules, and other instructional responsibilities shall be
performed under the direction of the supervising administrator. Teaching, research,
and service shall be subject to evaluations by appropriate administrators and shall
be considered in performance-based decisions relating to compensation, retention,
promotion, termination, and renewal/extension.
5.2.1. Responsibilities as Faculty Members
To create a healthy work environment, increase productivity of the faculty member, and
fulfill the KUST Mission and Objectives, the responsibilities of a faculty member at
KUST are:
Administration
1. Fulfilling the department’s Missions and Objectives based on the Chairman’s
instructions,
2. Cooperating with other faculty members and supporting units to fulfill the
University’s’ Missions and Objectives,
3. Being present at the campus for full workdays,
4. Following Academic Calendars,
5. Serving in committees based on the Chairman or President’s orders,
6. Advising students during registrations and Internship as assigned by the Chairman,
7. Managing classes based on the KUSTs’ instructions,
8. Providing students with advice and support for increasing students’ learning ability,
9. Writing recommendation letters based on students’ requests, and
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10. Providing a role model for ethical standards and academic freedom.
Teaching and Assessing Students
1. Teaching courses according to the faculty handbook (see table 3-1) and the need of the
department, and University,
2. Keeping minimum productivity per regular academic year (two semesters). Teaching
load of Faculty Members according to MHESR’s requirements are as outlined in
(Table 3.2)
3. Preparing Syllabus for each course according to the MHESR and KUST procedures,
4. Posting copies of the lectures on Google Classroom and Logbook in the Library,
5. Utilizing adult learning techniques,
6. Keeping Office hours,
7. Making up missed classes,
8. Making up tests for students who have official excused absence, and
9. Giving students grades according to their performances in the tests, exams, quizzes
based on the assessment tools in the syllabus.
10. Proctoring based on his/her teaching load.
11. Participating in the committees which will be formed by the University.

Quality Assurance
1. Getting the approval of the Departmental Chairman or President (VP for Academic
Affairs) for the courses syllabi based on the nature of the course,
2. Checking the quality of the students’ learning outcomes in the taught courses,
3. Checking QA reports and avoiding (or addressing) shortages in items labeled “concern”
and “weakness” judgment, and
4. Getting approval for questions for Mid-Term and Final Exams according to the MHESR
and KUST procedures.
Student Affairs
1. Managing students’ behavior within the class.
2. Providing advice during the registration, drop/add, withdraw.
3. Solving students’ learning problems.
4. Recording students’ absentee, per course.
5. Warning students who pass the 5%, 7% and 10% of class absentee.
6. Posting course exam and test grades.
Research:
1. KUST encourages faculty members to conduct research according to the policies set by
Komar Research Center (KRC).
2. Based on the approval of the University Council, a faculty member may receive
financial and other kinds of supports.
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3. Each faculty member must make at least one presentation within his/her specialty.
Academic Affairs
1. Course Syllabus: Prior to teaching a course, the faculty must prepare a complete
syllabus for each course he/she is teaching. The syllabus should follow the KUST’s
Syllabus Standard Format. The syllabus must be approved by an authorized person
(Chairman or Director of Office of Quality Assurance (OQA)). A copy of the approved
syllabus should be sent to the Office of President and Library. (Faculty must observe the
deadline for completing and getting the proper approval of the syllabus.)
2. Textbook and References: The faculty should use one textbook as a main source for the
course. The textbook should be selected based on its availability in the market. A digital
copy of the textbook should be available on Google Classroom. Homework assignments
should be mainly from the textbook. In addition, the faculty should recommend three (3)
references on the subject; they should be kept in the Library.
3.Teaching Course: The faculty member should meet the students weekly according to the
published schedule. Faculty member must start and finish the class session according to
the schedule. If for any reason, the faculty miss a class, he/she must make up the missing
one.
4.Homework Assignment: The Faculty gives weekly homework, related to the topics
covered in the class. The homework should be collected and graded. Homework answers
should be posted in the Classroom and a hardcopy should be kept the Library.
5.Office Hours: The faculty meets students of the course during the office hours that are
published in the Syllabus, Classroom and posted in the Faculty office’s door. Students
have the right to communicate with the faculty via emails.
6.Quiz, Test, and Exam: They are assessment tools, which can be defined by each
educational institution. At KUST, the terms are defined as follow:
Quiz: Short-type questions (10-15 minutes long) given to students during the class to
assess students’ learning about materials covered in the same class or previous one. No
preparation is required. It is possible to be open book or notebook.
Test: Longer than Quiz (about one hour) given to students to assess students learning
about several subjects/topics. Preparation is required. No open book or notebook. Test
questions should assess learning outcomes of the course.
Exam: Usually longer than a test and more comprehensive. Preparation is required. No
open book or notebook. Exam questions should assess learning outcomes of the course.
7.Absence Report: Faculty must take student attendance in the beginning of each class.
Based on the KUST Attendance Policy, the faculty must report to OSAR monthly about
students’ absences. OSAR will send a note to faculty with a copy to his/her file if the
report is delayed.
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8. Grade Report: Faculty must report grades to OSAR monthly. By the end of the semester
and prior to the final exam, the faculty must send OSAR a detailed report about grades
(HW, Quiz, Tests) and their average.
9. Course Logbook: The faculty must keep a hard copy of all materials (Presentations,
homework and solutions, and tests and their solutions) in the Logbook in the Library. The
OQA will check on the logbook frequently. OQA will send a note to faculty with a copy to
his/her file if the logbook has not updated.
9. Google Classroom: KUST is using Google Class as a learning system. Faculty must be
familiar with using the service. IT center will help faculties who are not familiar with the
system. The OQA will check on the Google Classroom frequently and send a note to the
faculty with a copy to his/her file if the course on Classroom has not been updated.
10. Course Assessment: By the end of the semester, the Faculty must fill the Course
Assessment Form and return it to OQA.

•

11. Managing Class:
Faculty should be in class according to the schedule times, if there is a change in
the starting time, then OSAR should change that as well on the published schedule.
Instructors who are not following the published schedule considered absent.

•

Cleaning White Board: If an instructor reports to HR that he/she found the white
board not cleaned with prove of photo. HR will take necessary actions (Concern
Letter for the First time and a harder penalty if it is repeated)

•

Projector: Instructors should return the remote control of the projector to
receptionists. Otherwise it causes difficulties for the next instructor. If the
receptionist report to the HR, necessary action similar to the above item will be
taken.

•

Cellphones: It’s not allowed for any faculty member to use his/her cellphones
during the class time and/or proctoring.

5.2.2. Other Academic Activities
Faculty members are encouraged to participate in the following:
1. Training courses.
2. Consultation services to governmental departments and private industry.
3. Activities that serve to develop their professional societies.
These activities must obtain authorization from the proper administrator and be
announced.
5.2.3. Academic Ethics and Responsibilities
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KUST recognizes and supports the principle that faculty members who speak or
write as private citizens should be free from institutional censorship or discipline.
However, a faculty member’s special position in the community imposes particular
obligations and serious responsibilities regarding conduct and behavior and
requires that he/she act in the best interests of the profession and the institution. To
address these issues, KUST has developed a policy on academic freedom, ethics
and responsibility, and honesty and integrity in teaching and research.
5.2.3.A. Faculty ethical obligations and responsibilities to the students of KUST
1. Faculty members shall foster scholarly values in students, including
academic honesty, the free pursuit of learning, and the exercise of academic
freedom.
2. Faculty members shall act professionally in their academic relationships
with students.
3. Faculty members shall exercise critical self-discipline and judgment in
using, extending, and transmitting knowledge.
4. Faculty members are entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing
their subject, but they should be careful not to introduce into teaching
inappropriate matter or material unrelated to the subject.
5. Faculty members must maintain respect for students' cultures and beliefs
and for students as individuals, given their role as intellectual guides and
counselors.
6. Faculty members must assure that evaluations of students reflect true merit.
Faculty members must avoid taking any action that would compromise the
honesty and equity of the evaluations.
7. Faculty members shall be available at reasonable intervals to students for
consultation on course-work through posted office hours.
8. Faculty members shall duly acknowledge the contribution of students to
their scholarship and research.
9. Faculty members shall not engage in any exploitation, harassment, or
discriminatory treatment of students.
5.2.3.B. Faculty ethical obligations and responsibilities to other members of the
Community of KUST
Faculty members shall not engage in any exploitation, harassment, or
discriminatory treatment of any members of the university community.
1. Faculty members shall acknowledge the academic contributions of others and
strive to be objective in their professional judgment of colleagues. Clearances
must be obtained from the relevant persons when appropriate to the norms of
the discipline, and digital and archival material must be used in accordance
with the rules of the source.
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2. Faculty members who are in a supervisory position shall abide by the rules and
policies of the current KUST handbooks.
5.2.3.C. Faculty ethical obligations and responsibilities to KUST as an Institution
1. In determining the amount (if any) and character of work done outside of the
institution, faculty members shall recognize that their primary responsibilities
are to the institution. Such outside work shall be consistent with University
regulations. Faculty members may follow subsidiary interests, but these must be
revealed to the institution and must never compromise their freedom and
willingness to draw intellectually honest conclusions.
2. When considering the interruption or termination of their service, faculty
members shall take into account the effect of their decision upon the institution
and give notice of their intentions as per their contract.
3. Faculty members shall accept their share of faculty responsibilities for
contributing to the governance of the institution.
Note: KUST will be responsible towards its faculty members when any threats
happened during doing above responsibilities.
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Part Six: Performance Evaluation
Purpose: Faculty performance evaluations are conducted periodically to support and
encourage excellence by recognizing and rewarding outstanding academic performances;
to provide guidance to faculty members regarding professional improvements and
developments; and to obtain information relevant to contract renewal/extension,
promotion, termination, or merit pay decisions.
6.1. Information and Materials Required for Faculty Performance Evaluation
FACULTY EVALUATION FORM
This is an annual evaluation conducted for faculty members. The purpose of this form is to judge
work performance of the faculty member in fair and systematic way. The Faculty member has the
right to see this form and discuss the results with his/her supervisor.
Part One: Basic Information
Part Two: Teaching:
1. Teaching Load (according to the assignment sheet)
2. Teaching Performance: (filled by QA Office)
(S) Satisfactions
(C) Concerns
Area
Percentage of covered subjects
according to the syllabus
Student Survey results
Assessing Course Learning
Outcomes
Class Visit

(W) Weakness

Fall

Spring

Chairman Evaluation of Teaching performance:
Part Three: Admin (list committees and admin positions)
Committees/Admin positions

Fall

Spring

Evaluation Grade
A: Exceeds duties and responsibilities for range.
B: Meets duties and responsibilities for range.
C: Does not meet duties and responsibilities for range
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Part Four: Research and Seminars
Fall

Spring

Seminars
Research (No. of publication)
Conferences/Workshop
Part Five: Others (List activities which you have conducted on volunteer-base to promote the
University
Based on the above information, the direct supervisor writes his/her opinion or comments.
Supervisor Recommendations to the Faculty Member:
Supervisor Recommendations to the President
Renew Contract:
( ) YES
Work Performance’ Salary Increase:
( ) YES
Name, Signature and Date:
Office of Admin/HR Recommendation (Optional):
President (or VP for Academic Affairs) Decision:

( ) NO
( ) NO

6.2. Evaluation of Teaching
6.2. 1. Teaching Activities
Teaching includes educational activities that directly involve students. Activities in
this area may include classroom instruction; advising; developing and testing new
educational methods; developing and testing new evaluation methods; developing,
testing and teaching new courses; serving as a course coordinator; and/or revising
and improving existing courses. Teaching should be evaluated using multiple
measures, which may include student surveys, peer evaluations, evaluations by
Department Chairs/Directors of academic units, preparation of students for
subsequent classes, teaching portfolios, and other appropriate means.
6.2. 2. Instructor Course Evaluations
Students’ surveys and faculty class visit reports, although imperfect, provide useful
measures and observations about the manner in which a faculty member’s teaching
is received and perceived by students. Summary data of student surveys on the
teacher and the course should be included in the application file.
6.2. 3. Quality Assurance of Learning
Faculty members must participate in quality assurance policies and procedures,
which contribute to assuring the quality of the courses and their learning
objectives, the academic learning outcomes, and program educational objectives,
as well as the departmental mission and vision. The annual report issued by the
Office of Accreditation and Quality Assurance should serve as a supporting
document to the individual faculty member’s contributions.
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6.3. Scholarly Activities
While there is no concise definition of what may constitute evidence of scholarly
activities, it is generally recognized that a scholar has critical command of his or
her field of study, as well as broad cultural interests. As evidence of scholarly
activities, creative work may include, but is not limited to, literary publications,
drawings, paintings, models, exhibitions, installations, digital creations and built
work, as well as work and publications authored by the candidate. Assessment of
creative work will be through examination of the normal products of such activity.
The highest indication of scholarly activities is the development, presentation, and
documented acceptance of original work in the professional community.
Excellence in scholarly activities typically reveals itself as continuing scholarly
work documented primarily in publications appearing in relevant journals, in the
form of books published by companies respected in the professional community,
or adjudicated exhibitions of creative works. Citation of a candidate's work in the
professional literature is another indicator of scholarly standing.
The publication of a textbook can be considered either in the category of teaching
or of scholarly activities, depending upon the nature of the textbook and the
contributions it makes to the field. A judgment on this matter should be requested
from the outside evaluators as part of their written statements. (QA system link)
6.4. Services
Service is non-remunerated work other than teaching or scholarly activity on
behalf of the University or external to the University. Below are examples of
service to the University. The University commends faculty for undertaking a
variety of volunteer work external to the University, but, to be included in the
evaluation for rolling contract or promotion, it must be related to the faculty
member’s professional expertise.
Evidence of professional service may include but is not limited to the following:
(a) Chairing of professional sessions at internationally recognized conferences.
(b) Serving on editorial boards of scholarly publications recognized in the
profession.
Evidence of administrative and committee work may include but is not limited to
the following:
1. Serving on the KUST standing committees or Ad-hoc committees;
2. Contributing to university committees, measured by the number of
committees; type of committees, their importance and meeting frequency,
and the applicant’s effectiveness;
3. Contributing to curriculum and program/division development and course
design;
4. Contributing to students’ study programs (advising, consultation, field
visits, securing training opportunities and joint projects with industry, etc.);
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5.
6.

Professional consulting work within the university;
Contributing to consultation and service center work (joining in visits,
securing projects, conducting workshops and seminars, etc.);
7. Performing administrative duties;
8. Contributing to student activities (societies, organizations, seminars,
recruitment activities, etc.);
9. Contributing to the wider community, local society, and professional
organizations as related to discipline;
10. Contributing through the initiation or maintenance of links between the
University and external groups such as graduates, professional
organizations, and government organizations.
Since an applicant's record of relevant service may not always be known and may
thus be easily overlooked, it is important to direct particular attention to this
category in the preparation of the file.
Senior Position Evaluation: This evaluation refers to senior positions ( VPs , Deans and
Chairs ) will be conducted by staffs , peers and supervisors and has different forms for
each groups ( D1, D2 & D3) .
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Part Seven: Separation Policies and Procedures
7.1. Resignation
Faculty members may resign from KUST.
1) Resignation is governed by the following procedures.
There are two types of resignations: unharmed resignation and harmed resignation.
a) Unharmed Resignation: The unharmed resignation occurs when the faculty member
resigns by the end of the semester or when he has no teaching responsibilities during the
semester.
b) Harmed Resignation: The harmed resignation occurs when a faculty resigns during the
semester and has teaching responsibilities, not given tests, or final exam according to the
syllabus, not passing grades to OSAR according to the instructions and not fulfilling the
assigned tasks.
2) Instructions for Unharmed Resignation: Faculty has the right for the followings:
a) Keeping salaries and one-half of the cost of air ticket ( The ticket expense applies only to
the international )
b) Faculty has no right of paid-leave.
3) Instructions for harmed Resignation: KUST shall take one or more of the following actions:
a) Faculty should be charged a total fees collected by the students for the courses or labs
taught by the faculty.
b) Faculty member should return to the University the amount paid for the ticket, salaries
paid from starting the semester to the resignation date.
c) KUST’s keep his/her benefit and last salary.
d) If faculty refrained from paying the amount mentioned in (a), (b) and (c) KUST will sue
the faculty for the amount in the local court in Sulaimany and international once.
e) Faculty might be prevented from traveling outside of Kurdistan until the case is resolved.

7.1. 1. Letter of Resignation
The Letter of Resignation should contain the following:
a) The faculty member must clearly state the reason for the resignation;
b) Explain how the resignation will not harm the department, college or university
c) The effective date must be at the end of semester.
7.1. 2. Acceptance or Refusal of Resignation
The head of the department, dean, or president will weigh the following factors
prior to accepting the resignation:
1. Teaching load: the resignation should not affect the continuation of class and
2. Administration responsibilities: the resignation should not affect continuation of
any administration task or the implementation of a project.
The president has the right to accept or refuse the resignation. In the case of a
refusal, reasons should be stated.
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7.1.3. Procedures
The following procedures are followed prior to, during, and after resignation:
Step 1: Prior to resignation, the faculty member must schedule a meeting with a
direct supervisor (chair/dean) to discuss his/her intention to submit the resignation;
Step 2: If the supervisor cannot change the faculty member’s decision, the faculty
member should submit the Letter of Resignation including the items listed in
7.1.1.;
Step 3: The supervisor will submit his/her comments about items listed in 7.1.2; if
there are difficulties in fulfilling them, the supervisor should work with the faculty
member to resolve them;
Step 4: When the paperwork is completed, it is submitted to the President for
his/her final decision;
Step 5: If the resignation is accepted, then the paperwork will be transferred to the
Department of Administration and Human Resources to process the termination of
the contract of employment; if the resignation is refused, then the paperwork will
be returned to the department/college.

7.2. Dismissal
Dismissal is the termination of employment of a faculty member of KUST before
the term of appointment has expired. The University has the right to end the
contract of a faculty member if he/she has violated one of the principles of
professional conduct and ethics listed in 5.2.3. The direct supervisor must show
evidence of the violation and give the faculty member a chance to dispute the
decision. If the supervisor is not convinced by the faculty member’s explanation,
he/she will draft a Letter of Dismissal to the President for his/her approval.
7.2. 1. Letter of Dismissal
The Letter of Dismissal should include the following:
a. A clearly stated reason for the dismissal;
b. An explanation concerning how the dismissal will not harm the department,
college, or university; and
c. The date of effectiveness.
7.2. 2. Procedures
The following procedures are used prior to, during, and after dismissal:
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Step 1: Prior to dismissal, the supervisor must schedule a meeting with the faculty
member informing him/her about the violation and the department’s intention to
send him/her a Letter of Dismissal;
Step 2: The supervisor should submit the Letter of Dismissal, which should include
items listed in 7.2.1,
Step 3: When the paperwork is completed, it will be submitted to the President for
his/her final decision,
Step 4: When the dismissal is approved, the paperwork will be transferred to the
Department of Administration and Human Resources to process the termination of
the contract of employment.
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Part Eight: Grievance Code
This chapter provides the Grievance Code under which a faculty member who has a
complaint against an administrative action or individual(s) in the academic unit, the unit or
the central administration is able to seek a remedy within the University. A grievance
procedure is a very serious matter and should not be entered into lightly. As responsible
citizens of the University community, faculty members should proceed with good faith
and should make a sincere effort to resolve disputes before resorting to the grievance
process. Furthermore, resorting to the grievance process should occur only for those cases
stated within Section 8.1, the Definition of a Grievance.
A grievance procedure is not a formal judicial proceeding and therefore is not required to
comply with rules of evidence that are applicable in a court of law. To the extent that any
provision of this Code conflicts with any applicable law, the applicable law prevails.
Before pursuing remedies outside the University, a faculty member is obligated to the
KUST procedures outlined in this Code.
8.1. Definition of a Grievance
A grievance is a formal complaint by a member of the faculty that his or her terms or
conditions of employment at the Komar University of Science and Technology, or ability
to act in his or her professional or academic capacity at the University has been
significantly impaired due to serious violations as a result of one or more of the items
listed in (1) through (3) below. A grievance is not an opportunity for a faculty member to
express disagreement over the judgment rendered by an administrator or committee;
rather, it provides the opportunity to redress one of the following:
1. Violation of academic freedom as defined in Faculty Rights;
2. Violation or misapplication of an applicable University contractual
provision, practice, procedure, regulation or rule;
3. Violation of accepted standards of behavior in the workplace of the
University as stated in the Faculty Handbook.
The aggrieved faculty member must demonstrate the occurrence of procedural or factual
errors in the case.
8.2. Applicability
Individuals in the following positions may not grieve under this code: all administrators,
including the President, deans, associate deans, department chairs and directors.
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8.3. Procedures
Step 1. The aggrieved faculty member must complete the Grievance Form and submit it to
the President’s Office within seven (7) days of having attempted to resolve the issue with
his/her academic unit. On the Form, he/she must include:
(a) The type of violation supported by documents;
(b) A description of the attempt to resolve the issue within the academic unit, outcomes,
and date(s); and
(c) A letter from the director (chair or dean) explaining his/her view of the violation and
reasons for not resolving the issue.
Step 2. The President forms a grievance committee of three persons as follows:
(a) One faculty member from the aggrieved faculty member’s academic unit;
(b) One faculty member from another academic unit; and
(c) The Director of the Office of Human Resources.
Step 3. The Grievance Committee will interview the aggrieved faculty member and the
head of his/her academic unit and check the accuracy of the information included on the
Grievance Form and in the letter from his/her academic unit.
Step 4. The Grievance Committee makes a recommendation to the President.
The Grievance Committee must conclude its work within 15 days from its formation.
8.4. Decision
The President will make a decision within 7 days after receiving the recommendation from
the Grievance Committee.
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Appendices
A. Department Chair Policies
B. Honorary Titles
C. Consulting Policies
D. Copyright and Patents Policy
E. Forms
1. Position Request Form
2. Job Description Form
3. Search Committee Form
4. Academic Activity Form
5. Lodging Conditions and Rules
6. Travel Conditions and Rules
7. Appeal Form
8. Leave Form
9. Grievance Form
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Appendix A: Department Chairs Policy
The department chair is ultimately responsible for the department and is accountable to the dean
and to the department faculty and staff. In meeting her/his responsibilities, the department chair
consults with and engages the faculty of the department as a part of the overall shared governance
of KUST.
The responsibilities of the department chair are broad and differ in detail from one college or
school to another and from one department to another. The following are generally descriptive;
individual colleges and departments may wish to further articulate responsibilities within this
framework.
A. 1. Accountability
1. Personnel evaluations and recommendations
a) Faculty evaluations and recommendations (annual, contract extensions, promotions);
b) Staff evaluations (annual);
c) Faculty hiring – the precise role of the department chair differs among the colleges/schools, but
the chair is responsible for providing input to the dean as requested by the dean.
2. Curricula facilitation and development
a) Currency and relevance (keeping current with trends and issues in the discipline, including
courses, programs, pedagogy, and uses of technology);
b) Assessment.
3. Budget implementation
a) Developing departmental budget recommendations in consultation with departmental faculty;
b) Overseeing the budget and keeping faculty apprised of its utilization.
4. Strategic planning – in collaboration with departmental faculty and in conjunction with
college planning.
5. Faculty development – encouraging, facilitating, and mentoring both instructional and
scholarly development of faculty.
A. 2. Specific responsibilities related to management
1. Effectively and efficiently managing human, fiscal, and physical resources, including
a) Establishing and maintaining within the department an environment of shared purpose and
responsibility;
b) Planning and anticipating faculty and space needs, developing teaching assignments and class
schedules, and overseeing space utilization;
c) Assigning/delegating departmental responsibilities with consideration given to service interests
solicited from the departmental faculty;
d) Ensuring that university policies, procedures, and processes are followed.
2. Addressing student issues and concerns.
3. Serving as a communication conduit (both directions) between the dean and the department.
(This includes faculty seeking clarification or resolutions through the department chair.)
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A. 3. Contractual conditions
1. The department chair serves at the discretion of the dean, but is appointed and retained in
consultation with continuing departmental faculty. Such consultation includes the individual
departmental faculty providing to the Dean an indication of the suitability of the candidate or
incumbent for the position of department chair.
2. External candidates for department chair normally will be brought to campus for
interviews.
3. The term is for three years and renewable in three-year increments. The dean evaluates the
department chair annually, and an in-depth review of performance is conducted by the dean in
consultation with the departmental faculty toward the end of each three-year term.
4. The department chair is an administrative-faculty member; therefore,
- The salary will be negotiated by the dean with the President’s approval;
- Department chairs are expected to teach according to rules provided in the Faculty
Handbook;
- Department chairs are not eligible for overload payments and compensation;
- Department chairs are eligible for academic title and salary promotion according to the
rules given in the Faculty Handbook.
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Appendix B: Honorary Titles
B. 1. Definition
An honorary title is bestowed by the Board of Trustees to a faculty member who has
exceptional merit as evidenced by a high level of international recognition of his/her
scholarship. The title is bestowed by the Board of Trustees upon the recommendation of
the President in accordance with the procedures described below.
B. 2. Eligibility Criteria
The nominee must be an employee of the University at the time of nomination and hold
the rank of Assistant Professor or above at the time of recognition.
B. 3. Nomination Process
Nominations for the title normally originate in the nominee’s department. Nominations
must be accompanied by supporting documentation, including a current curriculum vita
and a nomination letter describing why the candidate deserves such an honor. If the
President concurs in a positive recommendation following the evaluation process outlined
below, the nomination is presented to the Board of Trustees.
B. 4. Privileges
Privileges of the honored faculty will be decided by the University Council.
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Appendix C: Consulting Policies
C.1. Policy:
To serve the community as stated in the KUST Objectives, KUST should provide service to
governmental and industrial departments and companies. KUST’s faculty members are
encouraged to participate in these consulting services.
C.2. Procedures
1. Consulting Form is submitted to the President with the following information:
a. Type of consulting;
b. Relevance of the consulting to the KUST Objectives;
c. Time and day(s) of Consultations;
d. Length of Consultations;
e. A list of KUST personnel and their role in Consulting;
f. A list of KUST facilities and equipments used during the Consulting;
g. A list of benefits to the faculties or university.
2. If the Consulting Form is approved, the university will draft a contract with the client.
3. The President of the University, or his/her designee, may sign a consultancy agreement.
4. The signed consultancy agreement is distributed internally as follows: the President’s
Office and Finance Department.
C. 3. Activities not considered consulting:
Several types of faculty activity, other than regular KUST activities, are not considered
consulting in Kurdistan or elsewhere and are not subject to this policy:
Publication: Scholarly communications in the form of books, movies, television productions,
art works, etc., although frequently resulting in financial profit for a faculty member and for
another party (e.g., publisher), are not viewed as consulting.
Professional Service (professional affiliation): Unpaid services on national commissions,
governmental agencies and boards, granting agency peer-group review panels, as well as
service on visiting committees or advisory groups to other universities and analogous bodies
are not considered consulting.
The distinction between these activities and consulting is that they are public or university
service. Although an honorarium or equivalent sometimes is made to the faculty member,
service activities are not undertaken for personal financial gain and do not fall within the
consulting category.
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Appendix D: Copyright and Patents Policy
D. 1. Copyright
The University believes that the publishable work of its faculty, staff, and student body should
be available to all interested scholars. The University also believes that the author should be
given full credit for any work and should be entitled to retain proprietary rights to the product
of the individual's own initiative and independent labors. Occasionally, however, faculty and
staff produce materials as a result of specific University assignments. In such cases, the
University reserves the right to determine whether or not the material will be copyrighted and
in whose name, as well as what rights, if any, the author will retain to the materials. Normally,
when materials published under the University's copyright are distributed or sold for
educational or scientific purposes only, the author receives no payments. If the materials are
marketed commercially, however, the author often receives royalty payments based upon an
agreed rate.
Any arrangement relating to copyright matters involving a sponsored project must be referred
to the President. Some sponsors have established regulations governing the copyright and/or
publication of the results of investigations they finance. Before entering a sponsored project,
an understanding among the principal investigator, the University, and the sponsor should be
reached regarding the rights to any copyrightable materials produced by the project.
Traditionally, the right of first publication is the property of the author unless the terms of the
grant or contract specify otherwise. Copyrights secured for the University or any of its units
are placed in the name of the University and become University property. The President will
provide interested persons with information concerning the procedures to be followed in
applying for a copyright.
The KUST owns the copyrights to all multimedia and distance education products and courses
produced by KUST full-time faculty members as part of their assigned teaching load at
KUST. The University reserves the rights to all electronic and computer-based instructional
materials produced and delivered by faculty while employed at KUST.
Furthermore, KUST shall have the right to use the course materials developed by KUST
faculty as it deems necessary and maintains the right to reproduce, update, distribute, transmit,
alter, and prepare derivative works based on the course materials. KUST may indefinitely
retain copies of the course materials for archival purposes and make them available to any
other institutions, universities, or persons it deems appropriate. KUST faculty members shall
not include in the content of multimedia, electronic, computer-based, or distance education
courses developed while employed at KUST any content that constitutes libel, invasion of
privacy, infringement of copyright or literary rights, or that otherwise violates the legal rights
of any persons under Kurdistan Region and Iraq. Multimedia and distance education courses,
as well as all electronic and computer-based courses created by KUST faculty members while
employed by KUST are to be treated as "work-for-hire" by KUST under the U.S. Copyright
Act. KUST faculty members may, however, use these materials for non-commercial purposes
while working at KUST or after leaving KUST.
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D. 2. Patents
Komar University of Science and Technology (KUST) believes that its faculty and staff
should be encouraged to contribute to the development of science and technology. For this
reason, it is the objective of KUST that any member of the University who invents a
patentable device or procedure should benefit financially from its commercial exploitation
wherever possible. While KUST could claim rights in all inventions of faculty or staff
members that are in any way related to their employment, to do so would be inconsistent with
that objective. At the same time, however, patentable inventions resulting from the creativity
of KUST faculty and staff also may reflect significant investments of University resources.
Under some circumstances, therefore, it will be appropriate for KUST to share in the proceeds
of an invention’s commercialization. The objective of this Patent Policy is to define the
relative rights of faculty/staff inventors and KUST in a variety of different situations.
Obviously, a Policy such as this one cannot anticipate all cases that may arise or dictate
exactly how each case will be categorized in terms of that Policy when it does arise. Under
this Policy, such determinations are to be made by the President, acting on the advice of a
standing Patent Committee, which shall have a membership of five, including no fewer than
three members of the full-time faculty, one of whom shall serve as Chair. Decisions of the
Patent Committee shall be made by a majority of the members present and voting at any
regularly scheduled or specially called meeting, except that no decision of the Committee shall
be effective unless it has the support of at least two full-time faculty members.
In order for the provisions on the division of rights in inventions outlined below to be put into
effect, this Policy requires that any member of the KUST faculty or staff who believes that he
or she may have devised a patentable invention, under any circumstances and without regard
to whether such invention was devised on University premises or with the use of University
facilities, shall immediately notify the President. The President shall submit the notification
report to the Patent Committee within 30 days of receiving it, or 30 days from the start of the
academic year in the event a notification is submitted between May 31 and August 30,
whichever shall be longer.
The Patent Committee shall have 90 days, or in the case of a notification received by it
between May 31 and August 30, until November 30, whichever shall be longer, in which to
respond to a report of a possibly patentable invention by indicating into which of the
categories detailed in this Policy that invention falls. During this period, the faculty/staff
member may publish accounts of his or her invention, in accordance with the ordinary
academic or professional practice. The President shall inform the faculty or staff member of
the university’s decision within 15 days from receiving the recommendation of the Patent
Committee, or 15 days from the end of the specified review period of the Committee,
whichever is shorter. The President’s response will specify the manner in which rights in the
invention shall be apportioned between the individual inventor, KUST, and any third-party
grantor or sponsor.
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Forms
1. Position Request Form
2. Job Description Form
3. Search Committee Form
4. Academic Activity Form
5. Lodging Conditions and Rules
6. Travel Conditions and Rules
7. Leave Form
8. Grievance Form
Faculty members must check with the Department of Administration and Human Resources to
obtain copies of forms.

Retirements:
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